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In chronic, recurrent and rebel affection we can verify a stalemate pathological condition: when the 

pathologic factor is stronger than the Wei Qi, but not enough strong to penetrate to the Zang-Fu; the  

Divergent Meridians (DM) transport the Yuan Qi towards the extern to support the defensive energy 

carrying the pathogenic factor (PF)  to the great junctions level (knee, hip, shoulder) as they are 

their origin places. The symptom is an arthritis till the body is able to expel it. If the PF can't be 

expelled the Yuan Qi, helped with yin elements such as blood and fluids, stop 

the pathologic factor in a latent state (Fu Qi) that makes the sickness chronic 

( arthrosis). When the Yuan Qi due to exhaustion, caused by aging, can no 

longer maintain the latent state, the pathogen break free generating an acute 

pathology that interest  the Luo and the Muscolar Tendon.  They seem to be 

diseases caused by aging but they are caused by the loss of  latens. 

Moreover the Yuan Qi's exhaustion creates an immunitary system deficit that generates autoimmune 

pathologies (Jeffrey-Yuen 1997). the different meridians, by carrying the 

Wei Qi, defend the Zang-Fu stopping the perverse in the junctions. When 

the Wei Qi is not able anymore to control the pathogen consumes all the 

body's Yang: Wei Qi that originates from our immunitary system that is 

destroy itself. 

To support this we can notice how some divergents (maybe the more 

important) start from some points at the level of big lymphatic 

conglomeration:  

40BL popliteal lymphonodes 

30ST inguinal lymphonodes 

 

 

1HT axillary lymphonodes 

The occidental way of dealing with the autoimmune process is with 

immunosuppressive (corticosteroids). These control the sickness producing phlegm and dampness, 

bringing the disease back to a state of latent, increasing the immunitary deficit until the state of non-

response to the therapy. 

 

MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS 

 

The presence of musculoskeletal pains is called MTC “Obstructive Bi Syndrome”. The Bi 

characteristics can be related to wind, cold and dampness and based on this considerations we 

“open” the junctions with the acupunctural treatment trying to resolve the pathology: we treat the 

Ashi points around the affected junction (ex hip) and the points that resolve the climatic factor. 

Sometimes the treatment can result dangerous because the sickness can move from the 

musculoskeletal level to the deeper (and worse) level of the viscus (Fu) and then to the organs 

(Zang) other than move to the extern. The junction is a pathology containment station: releasing the 

pathology doesn't  necessarily mean to push it toward the extern, but it could push it towards the 

inside, causing  a zang-fu inflammation. Maintaining the pathogen at an joint level it's a sort of 

defense that the organism adopt not to allow the illness to become worse. For example the hip pain 
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that with the damp weather, could mean that the body is trying to keep the pathogen in a latent 

situation in that junction, a un correct removal could stop the local pain, but some days later we 

could have a cystitis. 

In this case the FP didn't move towards the extern but towards the inside. 

The divergent channels have the task to deviate the pathogen from the Zang-Fu to the junctions. 

In this case the treatment will be different so that the pathogen will be released towards the extern; 

we will use a lot the divergent channels' points of conjunction. 

 

 

 

DIVERGENT CHANNELS JING BIE  

 
They are called JING BIE. It's a system of 12 channels that take the name from their main 

meridians ( MM) origin, starting from the HO point. As the MM they are matched according to the 

5 element system. 

 

 

     Thoracic limb                                                Pelvic limb 

Tai yang    BL  KI  SI HT 

 Shao yang GB  LV  TH PC 

Yang ming ST SP  LI  LU 

chart 1  

 

The distinct are connect to the Wei Qi and they start as the muscular tendons with: 

tai yang 

shao yang 

yang ming 

they are not only about the yang superficial level, but they reach deep with the matching element 

(chart 1). 

they are explained in chapter 11 of Ling Shu and in chapter 3 of So Wen, works from we can learn 

the main characteristics of these channels: 

 they start at great junctions level. They originate from MP's HO which they refer (except  

DM  LU end LI) 

 they don't have own points, but they use MM's; there are inferior reunion points,  from   

which they depart, and superior reunion points, where they linked. 
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COUPLE DM SUPERIOR REUNION 

POINTS  

 

INFERIOR REUNION 

POINTS  

LI/LU LI5-LU1 LI 18 

ST/SP ST30-SP12 ST9 

SI/HT SI10-HT1 BL1 

BL/KI BL40-KI10 BL10 

TH/PC PC1 TH16 

GB/LV GB30-LV5 CV2-GB1 

 

 They have a internal-external union system. It's called the “six unions”, they penetrate to the 

inside and they touch organs and viscus, in particular with the Heart to end in the head zone. 

 They amplify the principals channels' action. In fact they let us explain the MP action 

outside their zone: mainly for the MP Yin, whose path doesn't pass through the head. At the cephalic 

extremity level MD can blend with the SNC and the sense organs. 

 They are a deep defensive system: they defend the organism before the pathology can hit the 

Zang-Fu. Because of their dislocation they trace the whole lymphatic immune  system and their 

most important points are corresponding the big lymphatic conglomerates: popliteal 40BL, inguinal 

30ST, axillar 1HT, sky windows and BL10. That's the reason why their use can be efficient in 

autoimmune pathology. 

 

 

APPLICATION FIELDS 

Due to the characteristics already said the main application fields are: 

 Osteo -joint  pathology especially with a chronic movement and intermittent (ghost pain) 

that hit the big junctions: knee( DM BL end  KI), hip (DM GB), shoulder (DM LI). 

 Psycho-somatic pathologys: they are a narrow bridge from constitutional internal energies 

(Yuan Qi) to the more superficial ones (Wei Qi), carrying outside emotions make them clinically 

valuable. 

 Immunitary pathologys: many authors, bonded to the classic Taoist model, see a use in 

autoimmune pathologys involving meantime Wei Qi and Yuan Qi. 

 In liquids and substances 

lacking  the 5 substances and the individual energetic contents, which see; in humans, the 

application in pathologys as Alzeimer, Parkinson and senile insanity. 

 

 

THERAPEUTICAL PROTOCOL 

 

First of all: in setting up the treatment we have to remember that the MD system is symmetrical. 

Therefore a damage for example to a right junction, could mean a pain in the contro lateral junction. 

In the treatment, to avoid the passage of the pathology to the other side it's good to preventive treat 

the opposite side of the one in pain using the Ting point. Moreover they communicate using the GV, 

and in particular GV20,GV14 and GV4. 
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OSTEO-ARTICULAR PATHOLOGYS 

Therapy: we treat the Ah-Shi point of the interested side by running the needle towards the opposite 

side; then the GV (24,14,4) points, at the end of the DM's Ting of the side painless. 

Technique: Deep-superficial-deep it's the technique defined in the classic “prick in three times”. 

This technique is used to let communicate the superficial level of the Wei Qi and the deeper level of 

Yuan Qi. 

Manipulation: it's useful acting on the needle at all levels; the most efficient technique for activating 

the Yuan Qi is the Vibrating: at every level we make the needle vibrating to recreate the drop effect 

(that is the needle) that produce circles around the drop (small waves). 

 

Loop therapy: we create an energetic circle putting the needles in a certain sequence so that we have 

a virtual circle.  DM couple it's chosen  on basis the initial symptoms, is the dominant side can’t be 

located we have to chose the left side for the male and the right side for the female. Prevention Ting 

points in the dominant's opposite side 

-first point of  superior reunion. Dominant side 

-second point of superior reunion. Dominant side 

-GV20 point 

-first reunion point against lateral 

-second reunion point against lateral 

-ting point of the Matching Yang channel. Against lateral 

 

 

Example:      SHANA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Species: dog 

Race: German Shepherd 

Age: 11 

Sex: sterilized 

Anamnesis: lame since year 1 especially the posterior right limb, periodically suffer from anal 

fistula cured with antibiotic; the last litter, the smallest at the age of 1 it's fallen for one floor 

At  the visit: 3°-4° lame on the right posterior limb, lack of charge, pain though all the paravertebral  

muscles 

exams: rx 

 

 

 

 

 

DIAGNOSIS: serious hip dysplasia, prosthesis proposed 

 

DIAGNOSIS MTC: ZHEN DUAN 

Typology: water 

Shen: good 

Tongue: swollen with white fur 

Pulse: empty 

    

BA GANG 
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BI SYNDROME: chronic bony Bi caused by the dampness 

Therapy: acupuncture and under water treadmill 

the first treatments were bent to remove the Bi (best seasons spring summer) and they were pretty 

successful: 14VG, BAI HUI posterior, 34GB 30GB right 36ST left 4VG, 19BL, 60 BL transfixion 

to the 3KI. 

Shana was feeling better, less pain, the lame passed from 3-4 to 3-2. But came out the anal fistula 

again. The madam made me notice that when the hip pain was getting better the fistulae came out 

again. 

Every time that the pathogen lost his latent state, instead of being push to the extern, was push to 

the intern more and more deep. The traditions that basically treat the divergent channels think that 

all the autoimmune conditions often start with a stagnation in a body part. For example constipation 

and chronic cystitis. Starting from these it develop arthritis or autoimmune disease. Moreover the 

bladder divergent channel controls the lower orifices, like a PO MEN, in the anal function. 

Therapy: 

analyzing the location of the problem (the hip) ,I considered using the GB divergent channel, but 

also the DM BL. 

The GM DM starts in the GB 30 Huan Tiao that means “ability to jump”, is used as clasp: inserting 

the needle we move it till we can unblock the pelvic area. 

Loop technique: 

2CV rt up 

1GB lf 

20Grt 

1GBlf 

2CVlf down 

44 GB 

other treatments Ashi points, local and reunion MD bladder:40BL, 10KI. 

Alternate therapy with massage and under water treadmill 

 

 

Conclusions 

in these conditions using manual therapy, associate to acupunctural therapy, we want to stimulate 

the local and general metabolism, reactivate circulation, stretch the muscles, improve the oxygen in 

the tissues, balance the hormonal levels, stimulate a general tonic action; in a more oriental way the 

different techniques increase the Xue (blood) circulation reducing the stasis and promoting the 

opening of the energetic channels; even from the embryological point of view, the ectoderm is 

responsible of the growing of the skin and the nervous system, and in the adult subject they will 

always remain correlate; in this way we improve the self-healing capacity of the subject who can 

react to the disease. 

CASE REPORT 

                            THOMAS 

 

 

Age :16yeas old 

 

Species : cat 

Breed : European 

Anamnesis: 

one year ago had difficulty defecating not cured that lead to a grave constipation and he could no 

longer move. kidney insufficiency    

Therapy: lattulosio. Omeopathic therapy 

Exams : rx present lombosacral  arthrosis and hip arthrosis.  
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BA GANG 

Shen: extremely afraid and diffident 

Pulse: narrow and deep 

Typology: water 

Pain in the sacral region 

ZHEN DUAN 

Phlegm  storage 

lack of Jing and Xue 

 

one of the use of the divergent channels, other than joints pathologies, is in serious energetic deficit. 

 

 

 MD Kidney/Bladder                lack of Jing 

 MD Liver/Gallbladder                 lack of  Xue 

 MD Spleen/Stomach                  jin Ye end Xue disorder 

 MD Heart/Small Intestine                 lack or Jin Ye disorder 

 MD Pericardium/Triple heater                  QI disorder 

 MD di Lung / Large intestine                   Yang  deficiency 

 

 

in these case we can use acupuncture, moxibustion, acupressure, shiatsu, tuina. 

 

THERAPY 

 

weekly shiatsu treatments with particular attention to the BL and GB channel and the 36BL point 

(second point of the BL MD) 

 

36BL Chen Fu means “organize, order”; this point connect the lung with the big intestine; so 

organizing the QI which is a metal quality organizes everything. 

Organizing the Qi means also that the lung gives the energy to improve the correct peristalsis. One 

of the indication in humans is constipation, flatulence, piles. Thomas reacts very well to the 

treatments, he restarted to defecation  normally without the help of drugs. 

 

BOMBER 

 

 

 

 

SPECIES: Dog 

BREED: Cavalier King 

SEX: Male 

AGE: 7 

anamnesis: lame for the last three years from a leg to the other 

diagnosis: generalized arthrosis, under a immunosuppressive  therapy. 

 During the visit Bomber seem to feel general pain in every junction, important muscolar atrophy, 

joint  instability at the knee level. During the treatments a orthopedic thought about an autoimmune 

disease after rx and blood exams. 

Treatments: acupuncture and massage 

ZHEN DUAN 

Shen: optimal 
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Tongue: swollen 

Pulse: fine and deep 

drinks a lot and urinates a lot. 

 

BA GANG 

internal pathology, by false worm caused by the immunosuppressive therapy, by yin exhaustion. 

 

THERAPY 

Treatment bent  on removing the pain. The goal was to give Bomber a better life, because cortisone, 

even if initially can make it feel better, later on can determine another accumulation of  phlegm and 

humidity that worsen the symptomatology  status. 

Therapy:  moxa,  acupuncture  on points : 14GV, 4LI, 36ST, Stifle eyes , 3KI,11LI,34GB,11 SI, 

BAI HUI ,9 SP, 23KI, 40 KI.. 

Bomber's reaction was really good, he had a better autonomy and resistance, less pain... we could 

get him of the cortisone, and using anti inflammatory just if needed. But it was like a crystal glass, 

very fragile. 

Non stop therapies for 2 year, first weekly then every 15 days. 

Unfortunately, for health problems they move away. I suppose they chose a therapy that seem to be 

more simple and with some immediate results. Later I on discover that he had diabetes and that 

Bomber died at the age of 11. 
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